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Purpose: In evaluating patients sustaining bilateral isolated 
internal orbital fractures, the authors have observed both similar 
fracture locations and also similar expansion of orbital volumes. 
In this study, we aim to investigate if there is a propensity for 
the 2 orbits to fracture in symmetrically similar patterns when 
sustaining similar trauma.
Methods: A retrospective chart review was performed 

studying all cases at our institution of bilateral isolated internal 
orbital fractures involving the medial wall and/or the floor at 
the time of presentation. The similarity of the bilateral fracture 
locations was evaluated using the Fisher’s exact test. The bilateral 
expanded orbital volumes were analyzed using the Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test to assess for orbital volume similarity.
Results: Twenty-four patients with bilateral internal orbital 

fractures were analyzed for fracture location similarity. 
Seventeen patients (70.8%) had 100% concordance in the orbital 
subregion fractured, and the association between the right and 
the left orbital fracture subregion locations was statistically 
significant (P < 0.0001). Fifteen patients were analyzed for 
orbital volume similarity. The average orbital cavity volume was 
31.2 ± 3.8 cm3 on the right and 32.0 ± 3.7 cm3 on the left. There 
was a statistically significant difference between right and left 
orbital cavity volumes (P = 0.0026).
Conclusions: The data from this study suggest that an 

individual who suffers isolated bilateral internal orbital 
fractures has a statistically significant similarity in the location 
of their orbital fractures. However, there does not appear to be 
statistically significant similarity in the expansion of the orbital 
volumes in these patients.

(Ophthal Plast Reconstr Surg XXX;XX:00–00)

The orbits, like many other paired structures in the human 
body, develop with significant bilateral symmetry.1 

Unilateral blunt orbital trauma can fracture the orbital bones 
and create asymmetry as the fractures of the thin bones of the 
orbital floor and the medial wall are displaced into the adjacent 
sinus cavities.2

While caring for cases of bilateral orbital bony trauma 
at our institution, we noted an apparent symmetry in the loca-
tion of the left and right orbital fractures, and apparent bilateral 

similarity in the postinjury orbital volumes (Fig. 1). Our pri-
mary aim is to systematically evaluate the propensity of bilat-
eral orbits to fracture in similar patterns when sustaining similar 
trauma. Our secondary outcome was to assess for bilateral simi-
larity in the postinjury orbital volumes in such cases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was compliant with the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act of 1996 approved by the Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Institutional Review Board. A retrospective chart review was performed 
studying all cases with a diagnosis of orbital fracture seen by the Department 
of Ophthalmology at the Johns Hopkins Hospital from April 2013 to May 
2017. Patients were included for review if they had radiologically confirmed 
bilateral isolated internal orbital fractures involving the medial wall and/or 
the floor at the time of presentation. The selected cases had either simulta-
neous bilateral or sequential unilateral blunt orbital trauma. We intended to 
study the location and morphology of the fractures occurring with classic 
“blow-out,”that is, injuries with fractures from isolated blunt orbital trauma 
and expansion of the volume from displacement of the pressurized internal 
orbital contents. High-velocity injuries with asymmetrical mechanisms of 
bilateral panfacial damage were thus excluded—such as those of the rim, 
zygomaticomaxillary complex, or naso-orbitoethmoidal fractures. Given 
the goal of studying displaced fracture segment morphology, we excluded 
fractures if both fractures were nondisplaced.

Evaluation of Bilateral Similarity in Fracture Location. Computed 
tomography images of these patients were collected, and the subregional 
locations of the fractures were recorded according to the AOCMF clas-
sification system - Level 3: Orbital Fractures (Fig. 2).3 The subregions of 
the medial orbital wall and orbital floor were defined as follows:

 1. Anterior orbit: from the orbital rim to the anterior loop of the 
inferior orbital fissure (IOF).

 2. Midorbit: between the anterior loop of the IOF to the confluence 
of the IOF and the superior orbital fissure.

 3. Apex: from the confluence of the IOF and superior orbital fissure 
to the optic canal.

The subregional locations of the orbital fractures were examined 
independently by a plastic surgeon (H.C.C.) and an oculoplastic surgeon 
(N.R.M.), and then a consensus discussion was held. Bilateral similarity 
in fracture location was evaluated using the Fisher’s exact test.

Evaluation of Bilateral Similarity in Postinjury Orbital Volume. 
If CT images were obtained with a slice thickness of 0.5 mm or less, 
the images were included in orbital volume analysis. Most pediatric 
cases had slice thickness exceeding this threshold, and because a frac-
ture might alter the growth pattern of the orbit if it was still growing, 
we opted to exclude the few remaining.4,5 We used the iPlan software 
package (ver. ENT 3.0, Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany) to generate 
the 3D reconstruction of the bilateral orbital volumes.DOI: 10.1097/IOP.0000000000001117
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Atlas-based automatic segmentation was performed first us-
ing the iPlan software to generate the internal orbital cavity.6 This 
automatic segmentation is easy and fast, but it usually includes a 
portion of the surrounding bone, sinuses, and internal orbital fissure, 
which overestimates the volume. Therefore, a manual adjustment was 
performed after automatic segmentation by using the “smart shaper” 
tool and eraser.7 The “smart shaper” tool recontours the segmented 
orbital volume in 3D by working on a 2D slice to facilitate volume 
adjustment. The eraser can remove residual volume outside the orbit 
carefully after smart shaper adjustment. The resultant expanded or-
bital volumes were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to 
evaluate for bilateral symmetry.

RESULTS
A total of 949 cases of orbital fractures with available CT scans 

were evaluated. Of these, 24 cases demonstrated bilateral isolated 

internal fractures and were reviewed in detail. Fifteen patients (62.5%) 
suffered simultaneous bilateral fractures, while 9 patients (37.5%) 
suffered sequential fractures. Four patients underwent orbital fracture 
repair.

Evaluation of Bilateral Similarity in Fracture Location. Of the 24 
patients included in fracture location analysis, 20 (83.3%) were male 
and 4 (16.7%) were female. The average age was 36 ± 15 years (range, 
4–59). The timing of each injury was obtained by reviewing available 
patient history and with radiographic clues such as a lack of blood in 
the ethmoid/maxillary sinus and rounded edges of prolapsed orbital 
contents. Seventeen patients (70.8%) had 100% concordance in their 
subregions of orbital fracture (8 bilateral isolated orbital floor fractures, 
7 bilateral isolated medial orbital wall fractures, and 2 combined orbital 
floor and medial orbital wall fractures). Fisher’s exact testing indicated 
that there was a statistically significant association between the right 
and the left orbital fracture subregion locations (P < 0.0001; Table 1).

There were 15 patients who suffered bilateral internal orbital 
fractures due to physical assault without a weapon. Twelve (80%) of 
these cases had 100% concordance in the orbital fracture subregion (7 
bilateral isolated orbital floor fractures, 4 bilateral isolated medial or-
bital wall fractures, and 1 combined orbital floor and medial orbital wall 
fracture).

Evaluation of Bilateral Similarity in Postinjury Orbital Volume. 
Fifteen patients (13 males and 2 females) were included in orbital 
volume evaluation. The average age was 36 ± 15 years (range, 20–59). 
The average orbital cavity volume was 31.2 ± 3.8 cm3 on the right and 
32.0 ± 3.7 cm3 on the left. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test demonstrated 
a statistically significant difference between right and left orbital cavity 
volumes (P = 0.0026), with the left orbital cavity volume larger than the 
right orbital cavity volume (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
A number of human organs and tissues demonstrate 

symmetry across the midsagittal plane, such as the limbs, eyes, 
nares, and pinnae.8 The orbits demonstrate such symmetry. They 
also have structurally weak points that are vulnerable to frac-
ture, such as at the infraorbital canal or the lamina papyracea.9 
In this study, we sought to determine if there is a predilection for 
bilateral orbital fractures to occur not only at the same vulner-
able points but also with similar expanded orbital volumes. We 
found that bilateral isolated internal fractures of the floor and/
or medial wall have a statistically significant degree of sym-
metrical concordance in subregional location. However, quanti-
tative assessment of postinjury orbital volumes demonstrated a 
statistically significant difference between sides, with left orbits 
generally having greater volumes than right orbits.

When blunt force is applied to the globe and orbit, a 
displaced internal orbital fracture can occur. In our series, this 
was exclusively in the anterior and/or middle orbit with all the 
orbital fractures involving the anterior orbit to some extent and 
none involving the apex. There are 2 proposed mechanisms 
for the occurrence of the displaced internal orbital fracture, 
also called a “blow-out fracture”: the hydraulic theory and the 
buckling theory.10,11 The buckling theory suggests that the direct 
trauma to the orbital rim transmits force posteriorly and creates 
a compression fracture of the orbital floor or wall. The hydraulic 
theory suggests that the globe is retropulsed by a force, which 
elevating the intraorbital pressure and transmitting the force to 
the orbital floor or walls, leading to fracture. It is likely that both 
the buckling theory and the hydraulic theory happen to some 
extent in the formation of a blow-out fracture, with the hydraulic 
element being responsible for the degree of bone displacement. 
The orbital rim aperture and the relative globe position may 

FIG. 2. The subregions of the medial orbital wall and orbital 
floor. A, Loop of the IOF. B, The confluence of the IOF and the 
SOF. C, The optic canal. IOF, inferior orbital fissure; SOF, supe-
rior orbital floor.

FIG. 1. Four cases demonstrating similarity of bilateral iso-
lated internal orbital fractures. A and B, Bilateral orbital floor 
fractures. C, Bilateral orbital floor and medial wall fractures. D, 
bilateral medial wall fractures.
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affect the degree of contact with the globe itself, thus affecting 
the degree of increased orbital pressurization. We hypothesize 
that the similar amounts of bone displacement in our study was 
related to this phenomenon.

Only 4 patients received surgical repair in this study. In 
our opinion, cases with bilateral injuries that are highly symmet-
ric are not likely to develop relative enophthalmos, but we do 
not have long-term follow up with exophthalmometry to draw 

this conclusion with strong evidence. In our practice, patients 
with naturally prominent globes or shallow midfaces are treated 
with observation if extraocular motility is full. Conversely, 2 of 
the 4 operative cases had naturally deep-set globes at baseline, 
so bilateral repair was recommended in the setting of bilateral 
acute injuries. When performing repair bilaterally, bilateral 
preformed anatomic plates can aid in choosing a target orbital 
contour (Fig. 3). The other 2 cases underwent unilateral repairs 

TABLE 1.  Bilateral Orbital Fracture According to Subregions Involved

Case Age Gender Right Orbital Floor Left Orbital Floor Right Medial Orbital Wall Left Medial Orbital Wall

1 40 Female   ant., mid. ant., mid.
2 23 Male   ant., mid. ant., mid.
3 20 Female ant. ant.  ant.
4 45 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
5 16 Male  ant., mid. ant., mid. ant., mid.
6 20 Male   ant. ant.
7 4 Female   ant., mid. ant., mid.
8 31 Male   ant., mid. ant., mid.
9 59 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.  ant.
10 59 Male   ant., mid. ant.
11 51 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
12 31 Male ant., mid. ant., mid. ant., mid. ant., mid.
13 34 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
14 39 Male ant., mid. ant. ant. ant., mid.
15 24 Male ant., mid. ant.  ant., mid.
16 59 Male   ant., mid. ant., mid.
17 56 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.  ant., mid.
18 35 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
19 35 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
20 50 Male ant., mid. ant., mid.   
21 33 Male ant., mid. ant., mid. ant. ant.
22 39 Female ant., mid. ant., mid.   
23 39 Male ant., ant.   
24 32 Male   ant., mid. ant., mid.
Average 36.4      
SD 14.5      

Shading indicates 100% same bilateral subregions of orbital fractures. Association between right and left orbital fracture subregions using Fisher’s exact test 
(P < 0.0001).

Ant., anterior orbit; mid., midorbit; SD, standard deviation.

TABLE 2. Bilateral Postinjury Orbital Volumes and Width of CT Slices

Case Age Gender Right Orbital Cavity Volume (cm3) Left Orbital Cavity Volume (cm3) CT Slice Distance (mm)

1 40 Female 22.43 24.69 0.500
2 23 Male 32.40 31.87 0.500
3 20 Female 25.06 26.33 0.500
4 45 Male 31.15 32.08 0.500
5 16 Male 33.77 34.76 0.500
6 20 Male 28.92 28.68 0.499
7 31 Male 31.17 31.93 0.500
8 59 Male 28.64 29.06 0.499
9 59 Male 29.48 29.88 0.499
10 51 Male 32.87 33.18 0.208
11 31 Male 34.95 37.02 0.500
12 34 Male 33.12 33.50 0.500
13 39 Male 36.63 37.25 0.500
14 24 Male 34.46 35.65 0.233
15 59 Male 33.47 34.58 0.499
Average 36.7  31.23 32.03 0.462
SD 15.1  3.81 3.72 0.098

Difference between right and left postinjury orbital volumes using Wilcoxon signed-rank test (P = 0.0026; left > right).
Ant., the anterior orbit; mid, the midorbit; SD, standard deviation.
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in the setting of sequential injuries, with the surgical indication 
being strabismus. Of the 20 nonoperative cases, 2 had motility 
restriction at presentation; 1 was lost to follow up, whereas the 
other refused surgery, demonstrated partial motility improve-
ment, and then was also lost to follow up.

In a study published earlier this year, Patel et al.12 measured 
87 orbital floors to establish the mean orbital floor thickness and 
generate an orbital floor thickness map. The medial portion of the 
anterior orbit has the thinnest mean orbital floor thickness and may 
thus be more vulnerable to fracture during orbital trauma. Our 
study also demonstrates consistent involvement of this location 
in the anterior orbit any cases of isolated midorbit fractures. The 
bony structure around the apex is generally thicker than the orbital 
floor and the medial orbital wall. Apex fractures usually occur in 
association with or as extension of complicated facial fractures, 
skull base fractures, or cranial fractures. These complicated frac-
tures were excluded in this study as detailed above.

Although prior studies have not demonstrated a statisti-
cally significant difference in normal left and right orbital vol-
umes, some publications suggest a contralateral orbital volume 
discrepancy of up to 8%.13–17 We expected that after bilateral 
isolated internal orbital fractures, there might be bilateral orbital 
volumes expansions of similar magnitude. The results in this 
study did not support this, and we found a significant difference 
between the bilateral orbital volumes after bilateral isolated 
internal orbital fractures. Given preexisting volume asymmetry, 
we speculate that bilateral orbital volume expansion after injury 
might actually increase the discrepancy through an amplifica-
tion effect though we did not have preinjury volume assessments 
to make this conclusion. In addition, bilateral orbits might suf-
fer from different impact forces during trauma. Though differ-
ent impact forces cause similar fracture locations over bilateral 
orbits, differences in hydraulic pressure would also lead to vol-
ume expansion differences after bilateral orbital fractures.

This study is limited by its retrospective nature. As an 
accurate history and long term follow up are often lacking in 
trauma cases, the retrospective series limits are ability to draw 
conclusions on outcomes. Although our sample size was mod-
est, to measure the volume accurately, we had to narrow the 
volume assessment cohort size to exclude 9 patients who had 
images obtained with CT slice thickness > 0.5 mm. Because 
many of the patients with larger slice thickness were pediat-
ric cases, we have limited volume conclusions in the pediatric 

population. Finally, we have no way of measuring the preinjury 
volumes of the patients studied to determine if a degree of vol-
ume asymmetry was preexisting.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we assess for bilateral similarity in fracture 

location and postinjury orbital volume in cases of bilateral iso-
lated internal orbital fractures. It appears that such fractures dem-
onstrate a statistically significant similarity in fracture location, 
but not in postinjury expanded orbital volume. This phenomenon 
offers insight to treating physicians that new onset unilateral inter-
nal orbital fractures may have similar fracture locations to an old 
fracture in the contralateral orbit. In addition, we hypothesize that 
a given person’s orbital configuration predisposes him or her to a 
particular pattern of injury from the combination of buckling and 
hydraulic forces that occur in the orbit as a result of injury. Further 
studies might be useful to understand what features of a given orbit 
predispose it to a given injury pattern. These features, in turn, may 
have implications for the selection of procedures in complex cra-
niofacial reconstruction and orbital decompression surgery.
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FIG. 3. Two patients demonstrating bilateral orbital floor and 
medial wall fractures repaired using preformed anatomic plates. 
A1, A2, A3: coronal view and bilateral sagittal view of 1 patient; 
B1: coronal view of another patient.


